we the curious
Primary school trail
Space
Space Primary school trail

**Find Airlock**
Head through the airlock door. Do you like your space suit?

Tick when you’ve found your:
- Headtorch
- Visor
- Camera
- Red identifying stripes
- Control module

**Find View of Earth**
Where does the light come from to light up Earth?

Draw lines between the dots which match to make sentences.

The Moon orbits around the Earth
The Earth orbits around the Sun
The Earth rotates on its axis

- once a year
- once a day
- once every 28 days

**Find Nothing matters**
What happens when you press the button?

The volume gets
The inflatable toy gets
The pressure gets

**Find Turbulent orb**
Give the planet a spin and see what happens.

What shape are planets?

**Imagine a planet.**
Planets can have moons, craters, rings and more. Draw some features on your planet and label them.

“Do you think we will all live in space in the future?”
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